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Intellectual property rights are the rights given to persons over the creations of their minds. They 
usually  give the creator an exclusive right over the use of his/her creation for a certain period of 
time. It gives a  person certain exclusive rights to a distinct type of creative design, meaning that 
nobody else can copy or  reuse that creation without the owner's permission. It can be applied   
to musical, literary and artistic works, discoveries and inventions. Common types of intellectual 
property  rights include copyrights, trademarks, patents, industrial design rights and trade 
secrets.  

The term intellectual property dates from the 19th century. Before that, patent laws were first 
made under  the Statute of Monopolies 1623 and copyright laws were first seen in the Statute of 
Anne in 1710. Modern  usage of the term intellectual property goes back at least as far as 1867. 
The constitution of the North  German Confederation granted legislative power over the 
protection of intellectual property to the  confederation.  

  

On the occasion of WORLD  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS DAY, we bring to you an 

essay writing competition, in collaboration with IIC BMSCE  , BMSCE START UP CELL! 

 

TOPIC: _Introduction to Intellectual property rights _ 

 

Form for registration/submission�: 

https://forms.gle/84cS2yyzQBLwY7Vp9  

 

 

Guidelines:� 

1. Participants are encouraged to search and learn about INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

RIGHTS  

2. Short pieces are accepted.  

3. Maximum word limit: 1000 words. 

4 . Participants will be given time till 11:59 pm 26 th April 2021 

  



 



 



 

 

PARTICIPANTS:  

 

1 HRITHIK KUMAR R 1BM18ME055 ME 3RD 

2 Ananya Markande 1BM18ML007 ML 3RD 

3 Abhishek Kishanlal Bagamar 1BM18CH001 CH 3RD 

4 Archana Pandeshwar 1BM19EC207 EC 2ND 

5 VARSHA S 1BM19CS179 CS 2ND 

6 Aman Poddar 1BM19EC010 EC 2ND 

7 Mahima M.P 1BM18TE027 TE 3RD 

8 Dheeraj R 1BM18ME043 ME 3RD 

9 M Shriya Pai 1BM20EC079 EC 1ST 
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